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ATTACHMENT & THE ARTS CONFERENCE
Friday 6th October 2017 - 10.00am to 4.30pm
Regent's University London, Inner Circle, Regent's Park, London, NW1 4NS
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
PROFESSOR (EMERITUS) COLWYN TREVARTHEN
Being close to others and having trusting relationships is at the heart of being human. The breaking
of these affectional bonds can have cruel and catastrophic effects on any of us. The BAAT
‘Attachment and the Arts’ conferences have aimed to explore art therapy through the lens of
attachment theory. The questions are: ‘What is the value of art in building close, trusting
relationships?’; ‘What are the implications for art therapy practice and research?’.
In this conference (the seventh in the series), we are delighted to welcome as our keynote speaker
Professor Colwyn Trevarthen. His presentation ‘Healing Emotional Life Stories with Visual Art’
explores how visual art presents traces of intentional movements, generally ones made by hand.
Human hands have evolved new functions for both intricate and productive carrying and
manipulation of objects, and for gesture - the communication of direction of interest and affective
appraisal in a shared world where events and objects are given either special emotional importance,
or arbitrary meaning for use. Professor Trevarthen will review how advances in the psychology of
aesthetic properties of infant intentions and of the affective or moral regulation of their
communications have supported acceptance and development of dynamic, relational, non-verbal
therapies for emotional disorders.
We are also delighted to welcome Dr Sandra Bucci, Senior Lecturer in Clinical Psychology who will
present a study on ‘Client and Therapist Attachment Styles and Working Alliance’. Working
alliance has been shown to be important in influencing the outcome of therapy. Research has
typically focused on client’s attachment style and its impact on factors such as outcome and
therapeutic alliance. However, evidence suggests that characteristics of both clients and therapists
impact on the development of working alliance.
Presenters include:
Mary Rose Brady - When less is more: Using an attachment-based model in a brief art therapy
intervention with complex trauma
Alex McDonald - On the same page: Shared understanding in primary-school-based art therapy
Ioanna Xenophontes, Nicci Mills and Dr Neil Springham - Queens of the stick people: Epistemic
trust, genuineness and artistic style in art therapy.
Dr Hayley Berman - Providing an atmosphere of extraordinary safety to promote secure attachment:
Case study on Lefika la Phodiso - the Art therapy Centre (www.arttherapycentre.co.za) in
Johannesburg, South Africa.

For details & to book online go to http://www.baat.org/Courses-Conferences/Conferences
Sponsored by
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Welcome...
to our August issue of artSpeak sponsored
by British Association of Art Therapists
(BAAT).
I am delighted to welcome sponsorship from BAAT for this special
edition of artSpeak. We have a long-standing relationship with BAAT
that goes back a number of years and it is marvellous to see how the
organisation and art therapy in general, is firmly placed as a leader in
therapies supplementary to medicine.
In this issue we have some excellent articles on art therapy. Our own
Head of Art, Julie Buxton has written a wonderfully detailed piece on her
own experiences of being an art therapist and Rose Jennings, a trainee
Art Therapist and a volunteer who looks after our student placements,
has also written about her experiences in training. We hope that the
information inside will encourage you to consider a career in this
dynamic profession or one of the other arts therapies.
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Disclaimer:Whilst BCAT welcome sponsorship from
external organisations, the act of accepting sponsorship
implies neither support for the product or cause and
does not necessary represent the views of BCAT.

On another note, we are approaching a period of uncertainty in terms of
where BCAT will be located in the future. Of course we are looking at
this in a positive light and do not expect to see any interruptions in our
service provision over the next few months. Whilst exciting, it will be
very sad to see the Friends Institute close - if that is the intention of the
city council. We have been here for over 20 years and have unfortunately
seen a decline in the maintenance of the building and its use by the
community. However, we remain positive and it is business as usual.
I must say a huge thank you to all our therapists, facilitators and
volunteers who are the backbone of what we do here. We are seeing
truly gifted people coming through our doors and we want to put
everything possible in assisting their careers. It was therefore necessary
to cap the number of volunteers with whom we currently work.
I do hope you enjoy this issue.
Dr Angela Fenwick
BCAT Director and Consultant Music Therapist

BCAT The Friends Institute, 220 Moseley Road, Highgate, Birmingham B12 0DG
t: 0121 440 8273 e:talktobcat@gmail.com www.bcat.info
Registered Charity Number: 1051578 Company Limited by Guarantee: No: 5347772
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If you have any
unwanted gifts
or Bric-a-Brac
we need them!

promoting
the profession
and practice of
music therapy

Help us raise
money for
our projects!

To find out more about
music therapy, how to
find a therapist and how
to support music therapy
in the UK, please visit:

www.bamt.org
Email info@bamt.org
or call us on 020 7837 6100
BAMT is a registered charity, no. 1137807
and a company limited by guarantee, no. 7301585

Contact Richard
richardbcat@gmail.com

@musictherapyuk
BritishAssocMusicTherapy

Extend your creative arts therapy skills!
Become a Registered Certified Practitioner in
Therapeutic Play Skills or a Certified Play Therapist!
Not all children respond well to one or two
therapeutic creative arts media
Our model integrates a wide range of media;
drawing and painting, clay, sand tray/worlds,
music, movement, puppets, masks, role play,
creative visualisation and therapeutic story
Our therapists work non-directly and directly
With both unconscious and conscious processes
You will be trained to use the Play Therapy UK’s
Integrative Holistic model, the only one substantiated
by a clinical evidence base of over 12,000 cases.
Between 77% and 84% children receiving therapy to
Play Therapy UK standards show a positive change.
Train at our Bournville, Birmingham centre, part
time at 5 weekends spread over nine months to
minimise your time away from work. Practice as you
learn. - learn from practice. 12 other conveniently
located venues in the UK. Two intakes a year.
APAC is the largest provider of play therapy training
with currently over 500 trainees world-wide.
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Only the APAC courses are accredited
for entry to the Register of Play and
Creative Arts Therapists managed by Play
Therapy UK and accredited by the
Profession standards Authority.
Post Graduate Certificate in Therapeutic Play Skills,
Diploma in Play Therapy and MA in Practice Based
Play Therapy awarded by Leeds Beckett University

Find out more! Attend our Introduction to
Play Therapy 1-day course
Ask for our 28 page career and training guide.
Email: mokijep@aol.com
www.playtherapy.org.uk &
www.playtherapyregister.org.uk
Phone: 01825 761143

Penny Milne
APAC Ltd
The Coach House,
Belmont Road,
Uckfield TN22 1BP
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BAAT Certificated Art Therapy Supervision Training
(certification status in process)
BAAT will be launching a certificated art therapy supervision course in January 2018.
The training can be done as a one-year full-time or two year part-time course and
external certification by CPCAB in process (the CPCAB validates the BAAT Art
Therapy with Children Diploma).
It is open to arts therapists and other suitably qualified practitioners, including overseas
candidates who want to develop art-based approaches as well as the knowledge and
skills required to provide effective, ethical and evidence-based supervision to a range of
supervisees.
The training will consist of one introductory module of two days, followed by eleven
monthly one day modules and will run in London at the BAAT headquarters.
For further details and application form, please contact
Dr Val Huet
E: val@baat.org
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The British Association of Art Therapists (BAAT) is a dynamic organisation and art
therapy is a growing profession. In the UK, Adrian Hill and Edward Adamson helped to
pioneer art therapy in the 1940s and 50s. Strongly anchored in visual art practice, the
art therapy profession has since developed and evolved from a primarily psychoanalytic,
psychodynamic model to include other approaches such as mentalization-based
treatment, mindfulness, dyadic parent/child, cognitive analytic art therapy, etc.
BAAT is the professional organisation for art therapists in the UK. It works to promote
art therapy and provides professional support and advice to its members. The BAAT
represents art therapy within national organisations and has a growing international
profile.
The BAAT provides information to members of the public about art therapy Careers
& Training and maintains a list of State Registered Art Therapists in private practice.
The BAAT is also the learned society for UK art therapy and publishes a peer reviewed
journal “The International Journal of Art Therapy: Inscape” four times a year.
The BAAT is governed by a Council of full members elected at its yearly AGM (see
BAAT Council & Honorary Positions ) . Since 2009, the BAAT has put art therapy
research at the forefront of its priorities and is actively involved in promoting work
in this field. To this end, the BAAT has created a research library that lists art therapy
research articles, outcome measures and also provides basic training to get started
with evaluation. The BAAT also runs an Art Therapy Practice Research Network for its
full members and has prioritised involving service users and carers within its research
work.
Full BAAT members are qualified art therapists, state regulated by the Health and Care
Professions Council (HCPC) and HCPC registration is a statutory requirement in the
UK for arts therapist. However, anyone interested in art therapy may join the BAAT
as an associate member. Please click here for further information on Associate BAAT
membership and its benefits.
The BAAT is a member of the Allied Health Professions Federation and actively
contributes to its work.
To contact BAAT, please email info@baat.org or ring 020 7686 4216
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The life of a sessional art
therapist
... is one often on the edge of organisations, stepping
into already busy environments and creating a safe
therapeutic space.
by Julie Buxton, art therapist
Something rustled inside
me. “Oh, I am a mental health
worker” I thought, “Maybe I
could work in a prison?”.

As an Art Therapist I have experienced this life now for 24
years. My journey to becoming a therapist was a long and
difficult path, it took 10 years from the point of recognising
how art therapy fused creative and emotional energy
together, until I became one. Even then it was hard.
After qualifying in 1992 from Sheffield University, I felt like
I spent 6 months just lying around, mentally and physically
exhausted. My certificate sat somewhere on the mantle
above the fireplace, just gathering dust, hidden partially from
view, getting dog eared from doing nothing. Then one day,
while eating breakfast something happened.
I was watching a children’s programme -“Zig and Zag” and
then the local news came on. “ Prisons are experiencing huge
overcrowding and a shortage of mental health workers…” said
the presenter. Wow! It was like she had turned on a light!
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So that very day, I contacted
Winson Green Prison in
Birmingham and asked if they
wanted me to come and run
an Art Therapy group on a
voluntary basis just to see if it
helped. They were interested
and we agreed that if they
thought it was helpful, they
would employ me. So it
began, this professional
journey.
After about 2 months of
planning, I turned up one
day in the hospital wing
with a box of art materials,
cockiness about my ability
to help with no idea how
prisons worked or what level
of risk I was being exposed
to. This naivety makes
me laugh now - no risk
assessments - nothing! I just
got on with doing my best
and was eager to work with
anyone they presented to me.

The first week I had about 6 people in a room that was
overlooked by Prison guards. It had no sink, just tables and
chairs. I recall so many things from that day; how I felt
anxious in the car on the way (so I chanted aloud like a
native American Indian, it seemed to calm me! I have no idea
where it came from, but it worked); not being allowed to
take in plasticine “in case someone took it to make an imprint of
a key” the prison officer said; how my tube of black acrylic
paint was eaten by a prisoner with mental health issues and
finally how the prisoner that had been chatting happily with
me throughout - who made an image that disturbed me of a
hand with eyes at its fingertips - offered to help me take my
box of materials to the office upstairs.

As we reached the office, an officer sternly shouted to
him to put the box down and go back down the stairs. The
officer then took me aside and said “Do you know who he
is? Do you know why he is here?” Of course I didn’t. There
had not been that exchange of information. The officer then
informed me that the day before, he had been sentenced for
raping 6 women and attempting to murder a 7th! It was a
shock! I know the prison officer intended to shock me but it
also helped me.
I always try to stay safe in my work now. I want to know
who I am working with. I take nothing for granted. People
have many layers and experiences that they bring to the art
therapy table. I work with what I am presented with and
try to facilitate growth and change where possible. At other
times it is about helping people to accept their life situations,
for others it is just the process of engaging in something

creative that proves
therapeutic.
3 years ago I suffered a head
injury after a freak accident
and it was an enormous
struggle to just eat, walk
or think properly. I was
off work for 15 months.
One day, about 2 months
after the accident, I woke
up and needed to draw
something. Using pen and ink/
watercolours, I created the
image opposite. I call it ‘The
Awakening’.
It feels like BCAT is also
going through an awakening;
a zeitgeist where change
is coming and it will be
immense but we are ready
for it. Change is what
therapists work with and
I am looking forward to
whatever is on the horizon
for both myself and BCAT. I
came to BCAT on the day it
opened. I guess after all this
time, it’s in the blood now.
Unlike the prisoners who
had a release date or tariff
by how long they serve their
time, therapy just goes on. I
am still looking to help the
next person find that fusion
of emotional and creative
energy.
Julie is currently Head of Art
Therapy at BCAT
Julie runs the 10 week art
experiential starting 4 October
www.bcat.info/art-experiential.html
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Rose Jennings, Art Therapist Trainee
We asked BCAT’s volunteer student co-ordinator, Rose Jennings to
tell us about life as a Trainee Art Therapist at Roehampton.
Working as a fine artist in Birmingham for the last 5 years I started an MA in Art
Psychotherapy in September 2016. The training involves theory modules and clinical
placement experience in a variety of settings. An important aspect of the placement
work is understanding the therapeutic process with clients through discussions with
my supervisor. This exchange of thoughts and queries reminds me that there won’t be
a simple answer, that all clients have different needs and that remaining in touch with
the feelings in the room is crucial.
Trying to get to grips with so many new experiences, it is important to remember how to look after my own
mental health in my day-to-day life. Balancing placement sessions, university assignments, paid work and personal
commitments can be very challenging. One thing that is important for me is to keep making art! This might
sound obvious but can easily be forgotten when essay deadlines are looming. First and foremost however I came
to this profession with a passion for creativity and how it can heal and transform.
With this in mind I have currently been starting my mornings with art making as a way of checking in with how
I’m feeling and preparing myself for the day. I use a combination of free flow writing and mark making to create
layers of colours, shades and abstract designs. I am finding it really refreshing to start my day by spontaneously
writing down lots of dreams, fears, ideas and inspirations and releasing some of the worry and tension that can
often hang over us when working in a very demanding profession.
A very important part of the training and a huge step in personal development is the personal therapy that
all arts therapies trainees are required to undertake. This is a great source of learning and an invaluable place
of insight and enquiry into your emotions, relationships and behaviours. This will inform a lot about how you
understand yourself not only on a personal level but also as a practitioner. It gets tough but I feel I have already
learnt so much and have now finished my first year feeling inspired by the possibilities for the future!

Art Therapy resources

In order to work as an Art Therapist in the UK it is mandatory to possess the postgraduate MA/MSc in Art Therapy or Art Psychotherapy validated by the Health and
Care Professions Council
PLEASE CONTACT THE RELEVANT ESTABLISHMENT FOR COURSE INFORMATION
AND ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Validated courses are in the following locations (listed alphabetically):
Chester
Derby
Edinburgh
Hatfield (Hertfordshire)
London (Goldsmiths)
London (Roehampton)
London (IATE)
Sheffield
Wales (Newport)
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Some books to read
Introduction to Art Therapy: Sources and Resources By Judith A. Rubin
Handbook of Art Therapy By Cathy A. Malchiodi
Art Therapy in the Treatment of Alcoholics By Haluzan, Mirijana
Art Therapy: Definitions and Dimensions By Dunn-Snow, Peg
Art Therapy: A Creative and Expressive Process By Dilawari, Kanchan;Tripathi, Nishi
A Practical Art Therapy By Susan I. Buchalter
Gender Issues in Art Therapy By Susan Hogan
Drawing from Within: Using Art to Treat Eating Disorders By Lisa D. Hinz
Group Analytic Art Therapy By Gerry McNeilly

News in brief
New financial assistant for BCAT

As BCAT is rapidly growing we are delighted to welcome Mark Driver on
to the BCAT team.
Mark comes from a commerical and charity background so we will
certainly be using Marks experitise to improve our financial capacity.

BCAT’s STEP ON ends on a high!

We were sad
to say goodbye
to our friends
over at SHARD
END STEP ON
in July when the
funding dried
up. We sincerely
hope that people
who attended the
sessions got
something out of
them. The food prepared by our lovely Lynda from Vegan Vybes went well.
To celebrate our last HIGHGATE session we took a trip to Cannon Hill
Park to enjoy breakfast at the MAC, a walk in the park and a pop up art
session. Luckily the weather was kind to us!
It has certainly been a pleasure and we look forward to welcoming old
and new friends back to HIGHGATE on September 18. Thank you to
Lynda, Sarah, Amelia, Matt, Marcilina, Holly, Gemma and Halima.

Future of The Friends Institute

After a number of meetings between interested parties and Birmingham
City Council, a decision has been made by BCC that the future of The
Friends Institute will be asking for expresions of interest in order to take
over the responsibility of the building.
This of course has implications for BCAT’s future. We are now in
a situation where we may have to consider suitable properties for
relocation. All is not lost, however as we are hoping that the situation
may change but it seems less likely to be favourable to us or the other
organisations currently renting rooms at the Friends.

GO WILD at
Birmingham libraries
this summer!

BCAT will again be touring
Birmingham libraries this summer
after the success of our BFG
project last year.
To compliment the Animal Agent
Summer Challenge, the free
sesisons (funded through our
community fundraising) have been
put together in collaboration with
Northfield library. Sessions will be
held at Northfield, Kings Heath,
Kings Norton, Handsworth and
Kingstanding libraries in August.
The Summer Reading Challenge
takes place every year during the
summer holidays. Young people
can sign up at their local library,
then read six library books of their
choice to complete the Challenge.
There are exclusive rewards to
collect along the way, and it’s FREE
to take part!
www.summerreadingchallenge.org.uk

for details.
Our GO WILD sessions
compliment the challenge and are
designed to get our youngsters
reading through art, drama and
music.
We hope you are able to bring
your children along.
See poster on page 16 for details.
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Arts in Health sessions New promotional video coming soon
BCAT will have a new promotional video coming
and volunteers
BCAT has now delivered outreach
sessions to 21 community groups
so far this year.

Our low rates of £25ph ensure that
quality sessions are being delivered
by experienced facilitators that also
supports our work as part of our
Volunteer Development Programme
(VDP).
Due to capacity we are
now limiting our volunteer
placements to 35 every 6
months. The decision was
made so we can invest
training and development in
current volunteers.

BCAT conference
in partnership with
Canterbury Christ
Church University and
RSPH

soon that has sprung from student Siddharth
Kumar (right)who is currently studying for an MA
International Broadcast Journalism at Birmingham
City University. Kumar chose BCAT for his research
project and has attended many of our sessions and
compiled interviews with our service users.
We look forward to the final product and wish
Siddharth the very best in his studies.

Meeting with immigration services

In order to strengthen our application to the Lottery Fund we have met
with a number of immigration services over the last 3 months to generate
interest in our EAL project.
The idea is that this project goes beyond schools and we work with
immigration services to widen the reach - reaching the young people that
really need the service. So far we have had an excellent response from
organisations including Refugee Council, Brushstrokes, BARC, Children’s
Society, Meena Foundation and Birch Network who all do excellent work
in supporting refugee and immigration in the Midlands.
We were also lucky enough to receive a further £10k from the Evan
Cornish Foundation to support this work and we are currently applying
to the Rayne Foundation for added assistance.

Bookings are now open for our
New project on the horizon
joint conference on training
provisions in arts therapies and arts We are very excited to start our new project with ex servicemen/
women shortly. Led by Art Therapist Phil Lea, we will offer a 12 week
in health.
intervention where we will use Phil’s skills as a photographer to assist
The programme is available on page those who gave their services for their country - in some cases, left with
post traumatic stress.
15.
The programme brings together an
array of leaders of arts therapies
and arts in health training courses,
current students, service users and
directors of NGOs.
The event will take place on
Thursday 7 September at
The Novotel, Broad Street in
Birmingham.
www.bcat.info/conference.html
for details
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Phil has had work shown in various exhibitions including the Scottish
National Portrait Gallery in Edinburgh and The National Portrait Gallery
in London.
To the right is Phil’s image of NFS
Lynn C Hill B.Ed Civil Defence
Ambulance.

Portrait by Phil Lea Photographer.
1 July 2017 NFS Kidderminster

Volunteer network
Some of our fantastic facilitators

Gemma Robinson, music facilitator
“I was delighted to join the BCAT team this spring. I come from a music
background including having performed with Pato Banton at a peace concert in
Centenary Square. I also have some experience in teaching music.
I have felt privileged to run sessions with younger and older alike, across the
city, for BCAT. Every group has been a pleasure to work with and they have all
made some great music - and we’ve all had much fun in doing so as well!”
Gemma has run sessions at many community outreach locations for
BCAT and is an absolute star.

Talking of music...!
Check out our
new choir led by
Sarah!
Resumes on
Monday 18
September
for 12 weeks
1.15pm - 2.00pm
Open to all come sing for fun!
13

a conference held jointly between
Birmingham Centre for Arts Therapies (BCAT), Canterbury Christ Church University and
The Royal Society for Public Health (RSPH)

Creative Arts Therapies

and Arts In Health

Current Training Provisions
and Future Challenges
Thursday 7 September
Novotel Birmingham
Centre
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CREATIVE ARTS THERAPIES and ARTS IN HEALTH:
Current Training Provisions and Future Challenges
Thursday 7 September 2017
PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME
9.30 – 10.00

Registration

10.00 – 10.20

Welcome by Chair
Prof Stephen Clift, Director of Sidney De Haan Centre, Canterbury Christ
Church University
Dr Angela Fenwick, Founder and Director of Birmingham Centre for Arts
Therapies
Representative of RSPH Special Interest Group

10.20 - 11.40

What are the current Training Provisions?
Tessa Watson, Training & Education Committee, British Association for
Music Therapy and HCPC Partner
Carol Hiles, Course Leader for Arts in Health MA, University of South Wales
Dr. Erminia Colucci, Queen Mary University, London and founder of
Movie-ment.org.
Evan Dawson & Karen Irwin, Live Music Now
Terrence Wendell Brathwaite, Postgraduate Course Director,
LLM Law Degree Programmes, Coventry Law School, Coventry
University; Head of Dance Movement Therapy Department at BCAT
- The need for training in Cross-cultural aspects of arts therapies and arts in
health

12.00 – 12.20

Refreshment break

12.20 – 12.50

What do we expect from these training courses and why did we choose
what we have chosen?
Students from current arts therapies courses and arts in health trainees
from the University of Wales MA Arts in Health
Speaker to be confirmed, student from “Live Music Now” course

12.50 – 13.00

Q&A discussion

13.00 – 14.00

Lunch break

14.00 – 15.30

What do those who buy in Arts in Health and Arts Therapies services look
for in programme leaders? What are their expectations of the
interventions? Arts in Health and Arts Therapies within an urban
conurbation
Symon Easton, Head of Cultural Development & Karen Creavin, Head of
Well-Being Service, Birmingham City Council
Damian Hebron, Director of London Arts in Health Forum (LAHF)
Dr Amanda Gatherer, Trust Lead for Psychological Therapies, Birmingham
& Solihull Mental Health Foundation Trust
Francesca Norouzi, Lead Art Psychotherapist - Birmingham & Solihull
Mental Health Foundation Trust (BSMHFT)
Peter Courts, ex- Head teacher of Birmingham Primary School
Representatives of Services for the Elderly and Other Client Groups
Juliette Guest, wife of client with dementia
Leona Bramble, Heart of Birmingham Stroke Group

15.30 – 16.00

Plenary Session
A general discussion and Q&A session
Featuring all above speakers

16.00

Close of conference and refreshments

Delegate rate £45
Book your place at www.bcat.info/conference.html		
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FRE

WILD
THE

summer fun with art, music and drama

Project

Northfield Library Monday 14 August 10am-12pm
Kings Norton Library Thursday 17 August 11am-2pm
Kings Heath Library Tuesday 22 August 10.00am-12.30pm
Handsworth Library Friday 25 August 2.15pm-4.15pm

FAMILY SESSIONS

Many parents and carers are looking for supported opportunities to share creative experiences
with their child/ren, or for siblings to work together in a neutral safe space. These private
sessions are designed to build up relationships, trust, communication and confidence.
Call Sarah to book on 07792 008861 - session fee of £20 applies.
16

www.bcat.info

BCAT PICTURE GALLERY

Clockwise from top left: Sarah and Richard meet with Irwin Mitchell Solicitors
LLP; Halima at Birmingham University’s Student Health & Well-being event; Prem
and Jacqui from STEP ON at Cannon Hill Park pop up art session; Exhibiting at
Musical Connections event;; STEP ON at Cannon Hill Park walk; Performance of their
beneficiaries at Musical Connections
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BCAT DESIGN
BCAT’s NEW design service

DO YOU NEED A GRAPHIC DESIGNER?
WE CAN HELP YOU HELP US!
We understand that paying for graphic designers can often
cut into budgets. For a very competitive rate, we can
supply our own fully qualified graphic designer to assist
you with any of your graphic design needs.
Our graphic designer has over 10 years experience and
has worked on a variety of CVS and corporate projects.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LOGOS
ADVERTISEMENTS
BRANDING
BROCHURE DESIGN
FLYER DESIGN
EVENT POSTERS
SIGNAGE
NEWSLETTERS
COMMISSIONS
TYPOGRAPHY
MURIEL’S
STREET ART
EXHIBITION STAND DESIGN
ILLUSTRATION
PHOTOGRAPHY
WEB DESIGN

YOU CAN BE ASSURED THAT ALL MONIES
RAISED WILL BE HELPING BCAT PROVIDE
ITS SERVICES AND COMMUNITY PROJECTS.
CALL US ON:
t: 0121 472 8890
e: talktobcat@gmail.com
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Fundraising

An active programme of fundraising events enables BCAT to raise
much needed funds that help our projects, therapies and core costs.
Special little helper!
We want to say a big thank you
to our youngest ever volunteer,
Erin Mole (Richard the project
manager’s niece) for helping us out
so far at our summer fundraising.

A

big thanks to:

GO APE
GLEE CLUB
HOLLYWOOD BOWL
TEAMWORKS
Erin has been a little star in assisting
GO-KARTING
at our Tombola’s (with a big smile)
at Smiths Wood Family Festival and
at the Water Orton Festival.
Still more work to do over the
summer!

for donating prizes
so far in 2017

to Aura Buia
WAC
Follies
Production
BCAT community
for collection and
events & festivals 2017
cake sale
our
virgin
money Here we have volunteers Erin, Kate, Kia and BCAT’s
August
donators Richard at our various fundraising events
19 Branson Cross Car Boot,
Redditch
September
10 King’s Heath Street Festival
October
Date tbc - concert at St Mary’s
Church, Selly Oak
December
9 Christmas Variety Concert, Hagley
Road Village
Please let us know if you have
jumble/ prizes to donate - we need
them!

£1061.67
raised so far
this year at
community
fundraising events

All monies raised
support our
therapies and
arts in health work.
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Training

BCAT’s events programme offers experientials that allow individuals
to join in with an array of professionally led workshops.
Our foundation courses are
To register for any event
designed to give you: a taster;
log on to
further information and an
http://www.bcat.info/
understanding on working in
events--courses.html
arts therapies/ arts in health
Please email
before you commit to studying
talktobcat@gmail.com
for qualifications or changing
for further details or to
career. Some of the courses are
contact course leaders.
also designed to give a deeper
understanding on how arts
therapies can be applied to your day Any profit made from course fees
go directly back into providing
to day work.
therapies.
We run both one day courses and
longer experientials that cover arts
therapies in more depth.
Prices range from £5 for a one off
course, up to £335 for a 10 week
experiential. Courses run from 6pm
unless otherwise stated.
September
11 Introduction to dance therapy
begins (3 wks)
28 Music experiential begins
(10 wks)
October
2 Introduction to drama therapy
4 Art experiential begins (10 wks)
9 Introduction to arts in health
16 Introduction to arts in health
30 Introduction to arts in health
November
6 Introduction to arts in health
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‘I really enjoyed the Intro to DMP,
the teacher was up beat, positive
and contained a lovely learning
atmosphere.’
Tara, student on
Introduction to Dance
Movement Therapy Spring
2017 course

Corporate
training days
Our interactive training days are designed to educate, experience
BCAT is able to host these
and inform on the techniques that therapists use in each discipline to training days in our own fully
address their clients needs.
equipped studios or in the
comfort of your own workspace.
These techniques can be used in any situation that requires a greater
understanding of how the arts enhances behaviour and performance. Any combination of the
half day
9.30 Welcome
9.35 Introduction to arts therapies
10.00 Experiential session 1
11.00 Refreshment break
11.15 Experiential session 2
12.15 Plenary discussion
12.30 Close
full day
9.30 Welcome
9.35 Introduction to arts therapies
10.00 Experiential session 1
11.00 Refreshment break
11.15 Session 2
12.15 Lunch
1.30 Experiential session 3
2.30 Comfort break
2.40 Session 4
3.40 Plenary discussion
4.40 Close

www.bcat.info

disciplines - art, dance, drama
and music - can be selected for
the half day session, or, if you are
looking to run a half day session
only, it is possible to arrange for
the 4 experiential sessions to run
concurrently.

Rates
half day £475
with 2 experiential sessions
half day £675
with 4 experiential sessions
full day £675
with 4 experiential sessions
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Come and be a part of

Wednesday
Tai Chi for All Welcome
(gentle exercise for all abilities)

!

Qualified Tai Chi Instructor

at Balsall Heath Church Centre
Wednesdays 10.30am - 2.00pm

!

Every Wednesday
10am - 11am
at Balsall Heath Church Centre
Stay for light refreshments (50p)

All Enquiries: 0121 440 1138
Email: dev-workerbhcc@outlook.com
Wear comfortable clothing
www.paintingtherainbow.co.uk

Buses: 35 and 50
Parking available

Balsall Heath Church Centre, 100 Mary Street,
Balsall Heath, Birmingham B12 9JU

!
!
!
!

Refreshments will be served from
10.30am.
All are welcome at the
Service of Holy Communion
at 11.30am.
A collection will be taken.
A simple lunch will follow (£3)
and an opportunity to share in an
activity as a group.

CREATIVE ARTS FLOW GROUP...

									 Networking, Sharing and Learning

Inviting all Qualified & Trainee Arts Therapists
Every third Monday of the month
next session at Friends Institute, Highgate - call for details
from 7pm
Fee: £5
Contact: 07738 759618 Email: kybyspeaklifetherapies@gm
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What is BCAT?
Can you help us?
Below is a list of items that
BCAT are in desperate need of
that will help us provide a better
environment for our clients and
visitors.
If you can help with providing any
of the items, please contact us at
talktobcat@gmail.com.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LAPTOP PROJECTOR
LARGE STORAGE UNITS
WITH SHELVES
USABLE OLD MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
MUSIC STANDS
A HANDYMAN
PAINTERS AND DECORATORS
GOOD QUALITY BRICA-BRAC FOR OUR CAR
BOOT SALES
UNWANTED GIFTS FOR
RAFFLES
LAMINATING MACHINE
NEW TABLE FOR OUR
BOARD ROOM
A COMPUTER EXPERT!
VOLUNTEERS
ART MATERIALS
BULK PRINTING FACILITIES
DONATIONS FOR
COMMUNITY PROJECTS
OLD LAPTOPS AND IPADS

The Birmingham Centre for Arts Therapies (BCAT) was set up in 1993 to
provide an accessible arts therapies service throughout the Midlands. Arts
therapists work with both children and adults who have a wide range of
needs, such as those arising from emotional, behavioural or mental health
problems and effects of stress and trauma.
BCAT allows people the chance to explore these difficulties, no matter
what they may be, in a safe environment with a registered therapist who
has been trained to offer support or encouragement.
for those needing assistance
• arts therapies sessions with a professional registered therapist
• subsidised arts therapies sessions if BCAT funding available
• free arts in health sessions with experienced arts professionals
for referral agencies
• arts therapists to assist your organisation with clients suffering from
any form of behavioural, emotional, social or mental health issue
• one to one or group sessions
• arts in health session leaders
for students and volunteers
• a resource centre, library and teaching establishment for the training,
education and support of professionals and carers
• volunteer staff development programme, including regular professional
supervision
• events and training courses for all those interested in arts therapies
and arts in health
We are always in need of funding and looking for volunteers.

We would like to thank all our donations, funders and supporters for
their assistance during 2016/2017.
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Who is Who?
Trustees		
Lloyd Anthony
			Dr. Jane Clarke
			
Peter Cornell
			Abika Martin
			Lena Scott
Director		

Dr. Angela Fenwick

Treasurer		

Peter Cornell

Project Manager
Richard Mole
Administration		
Cathy Sullivan
Administrator		
Elizabeth Beech
Finance Assistant
& Fundraising		
Mark Driver
Heads of arts therapies
Julie Buxton (Art Therapy)
Gordon Thornett (Music Therapy)
Terry Brathwaite (Dance Movement Therapy)
Mandy Gutsell (Drama Therapy)
Denise Barrett (Play Therapy)
Volunteer/facilitators Nimra Ali
			Ola Brown
			Katie Bygrove
			Sarah Dyble
			Shauna Delany
			Chrissie Hewitt
			Rosa Jennings
			
(student co-ordinator)
			Suzanne Kwadjosse
			Gregor Laird
			Adam Moffat
			HollyDawn Nolan
			Gemma Robinson
			Rebecca Walker
			Cassie Wade
			Elsie White
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Board of Management Members include the above and
Margaret Candlish (Service User Representative)
Philip King (Service User Representative)
Bob Powell (IT Advisor and Webmaster)
Tiur Sitompul (Service user Representative)
Auroa Buia (Service User Representative)

Birmingham Centre for Arts Therapies
220 Moseley Road
Highgate
Birmingham
B12 0DG
Tel: 0121 440 8273
Email: talktobcat@gmail.com
FACEBOOK
Twitter #mailbcat

